Polynuclear Platinum Complexes. Structural Diversity and DNA Binding.
Polynuclear platinum complexes (PPCs) represent a discrete structural class of DNA-binding agents with excellent antitumor properties. The use of at least two platinum coordinating units automatically means that multifunctional DNA binding modes are possible. The structural variability inherent in a polynuclear platinum structure can be harnessed to produce discrete modes of DNA binding, with conformational changes distinct from and indeed inaccessible to, the mononuclear agents such as cisplatin. Since our original contributions in this field a wide variety of dinuclear complexes especially have been prepared, their DNA binding studied, and potential relevance to cytotoxicity examined. This chapter focuses on how DNA structure and reactivity is modulated through interactions with PPCs with emphasis on novel aspects of such structure and reactivity. How these major changes are further reflected in damaged DNA-protein binding and cellular effects are reviewed. We further review, for the first time, the great structural diversity achieved in PPC complex design and summarize their major DNA binding effects.